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"Despicable! How did this happen?!"

On the other side, the Third Guardian, who was fighting Henry, witnessed the Fifth and Sixth Guardians being captured after

losing to Leon.

His expression was as sour as can be!

He thought that Leon was just a completely insignificant character thanks to Leon's age!

With him and the two others, it would be very easy to get rid of LEon!

Yet, he never would have dreamed that Leon would be so strong. Leon beat two Semi Almighty State martial artists working

against him!

Not only that, Henry even appeared right next to Leon, being at the Almighty State!

With Leon dealing with the Fifth and Sixth Guardians, he would not be able to do anything if Leon came to help Henry against

him!

That meant that he would not only have failed the Southern Boss' task, but he could very well fall into Leon's hands like the other

two!

With that in mind, he started to panic, not knowing what to do!

However, there was always a way out!

Just as he was panicking, he quickly saw that Leon was not protecting Iris and the other girls at all!

He quickly thought of something!

The Southern Boss gave him two tasks this time. The first was to get rid of Leon, and the second was to capture Iris and

Cynthia!

With the situation already changing, there was no way he would get rid of Leon!

So, he quickly set his sights on Iris and Cynthia!

With Iris and Cynthia being so close to Leon, as long as he could capture the two of them, he would not only be able to complete

the Southern Boss'task, he would even be able to use the girls to threaten Leon, turning the situation around!

It was the perfect solution!

"Old man, take this!" The Third Guardian immediately kicked out with his Wind-Piercing Kick after making the decision, sending

the attack right at Henry!

Bang!

With a violent clash, Henry was not able to avoid it, and was forced to use his power to take on the attack!

Right after that, he took a few steps back like earlier since he did not have a Martial Technique!

Taking the chance, the Third Guardian left Henry's vicinity and leaped forward incredibly quickly, dashing right for the girls!

"Not good!" Henry was shocked to see that. He could immediately tell what the Third Guardian was aiming for!

He did not dare to delay things for a moment as he hurried over!

However, he was already too late!

"Don't you even dare!" Leon's expression darkened.

Just like Henry, he guessed what the Third Guardian was aiming for!

The girls were just too important to him, there was no way he could just watch as they were attacked!

Right after that, he did not hesitate for a single moment to use the Ultimate Rank Earth Class technique, Phantom Steps. He

used his incredible speed to cut the Third Guardian off!
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